Simple Rules Determine Distinct Patterns of Branching Morphogenesis.
Many metazoan organs are comprised of branching trees of epithelial tubes; how patterning occurs in these trees is a fundamental problem of development. Commonly, branch tips fill the volume of the organ approximately uniformly, e.g., in mammalian lung, airway branch tips are dispersed roughly uniformly throughout the volume of the lung. In contrast, in the developing metanephric kidney, the tips of the ureteric bud tree are located close to the outer surface of the kidney rather than filling the kidney. Here, we describe a simple alteration in the branching rules that accounts for the difference between the kidney pattern that leads to tips near the organ surface versus previously known patterns that lead to the branch tips being dispersed throughout the organ. We further use a simple toy model to deduce from first principles how this rule change accounts for the differences in the two types of trees.